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DSG OUTERWEAR TALKS TURKEY WITH NEW-FOR-2023 TURKEY VEST  

Introducing the Best-Fitting and Highest-Functioning Turkey Vest for Female Hunters Looking to  
Bag Birds this Spring 

 
Madison, WI –  DSG Outerwear, premier makers of the most technical, high-performance and size-inclusive hunting and outdoor 
apparel for women, is proud to announce the launch of its new-for-2023 DSG Turkey Vest, designed exclusively for avid female 
turkey hunters. The new vest has been meticulously crafted, chock full of advanced features that’ll help hunters bag more birds this 
spring.   
 
"Our team has worked hard to create a vest that is both functional and comfortable, and we have no doubt this vest will prove to be 
an excellent companion for spring turkey hunting,” said Wendy Gavinski, President of DSG Outerwear. “With a host of hunt-friendly 
features and adjustable sizing, this vest raises the bar for female turkey hunters," she added.  

 
The DSG Turkey Vest boasts an impressive range of features to ensure a comfortable and successful hunt. The vest is one size fits 
most, with adjustable shoulder straps and buckles to accommodate different sizes. The vest is equipped with a mesh dual mouth 
call holder, two large pockets with magnetic closure, and two large pockets with a mesh divider and zipper closure, providing ample 
storage for all your essential hunting gear. The DSG Turkey Vest also features a decoy/game pouch on the back, pull-out orange 

safety flag, six shotgun shell holder, individual slate call pocket (2), box call holder, and two inside mesh large pockets with Velcro 
closure.  
 
Additionally, the vest comes with a removable padded seat with buckle attachment for added comfort during long hunting sessions. 
With all these convenient elements incorporated, hunters can spend more time focusing on outsmarting those gobblers, knowing 
their gear will be both highly comfortable and functional every step of the way. 
 
The DSG Turkey Vest comes in Realtree Edge® Camo, a highly effective and versatile camouflage pattern that blends in seamlessly 
with natural surroundings. The DSG Turkey Vest has an MSRP of $119.99 and is now available for pre-order on the DSG Outerwear 
website. 
 
About DSG Outerwear 
DSG Outerwear was conceived in 2010 by Wendy Gavinski after many years of personal frustration with the limited selection of 
women's outerwear for active outdoor lifestyles. The goal – create a line of clothing and gear that meets the need for a functional 
and feminine fit, including plus sizes. The company produces a wide range of clothing options for hunting, fishing, ice fishing and 
snowmobiling. DSG Outerwear uses the highest quality materials and components built by designers and production specialists with 
over 40 years of experience in making quality outerwear. The company produces everything from highly functional performance 
layering pieces to insulated jackets, bibs, pants, footwear and accessories that are perfect for all types of outdoor activities, even in 
the coldest weather. Women’s outerwear designed by women to fit women of all shapes and sizes and built to perform. Learn more 
at www.DSGOuterwear.com.  
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